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Abstract 
The use of a number of point estimation experiments to construct a least informative 
prior subject to the information in the estimation experiments is studied. The form of the 
resulting prior is established. The prior depends on parameters that result from solving a 
calculus of variations problem. It is shown that simple Gibbs sampler algorithms converge 
to the desired solution, and simulated annealing algorithms yield the mode of the prior. 
The Gibbs sampler algorithm is ergodic, and hence Bayes risks can be directly computed 
using time averages of a single series of draws from the sampler. 
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we consider the following problem. A number of point estimation experi­
ments have been conducted to achieve point estimates of a particular parameter 0 E 8. 
We wish to find a Bayesian prior on the parameter space (8, 'B(8)) (where 8 C !R1 and
'B(8) is the Borel a-algebra of subsets of 8) based on the information contained in the
outcomes of the point estimation experiments. We investigate the problem of finding 
the least informative prior on (8, 'B(8)) which incorporates that information. We use
the standard information theoretic measure of deviation of two probability measures, 
and write our problem as minimizing the information in the prior subject to a set of 
constraints. 1 
The idea of the paper is similar in spirit to the so called consensus literature (e.g. 
see survey in Genest and Zidek (1986)). One difference between our approach and the 
consensus literature is that the latter worries about combining Bayesian priors into an 
overall prior. To the best of my knowledge, there has not been an attempt in the consensus 
literature to employ information theoretic measures in combining the priors. Moreover, 
in the framework of this paper, we do not necessarily have a collection of true Bayesian 
priors, but rather a collection of (classical or Bayesian) point estimation experiments.
If a decision maker were to need estimates of probabilities that the "true" value of the 
parameter 00 E 8 was in some set, he may consult a single estimation experiment, and
use it to construct that probability. Given a number of such estimation experiments, 
our decision maker may want to compute hiii13ayes i'isk us!hg his owil'ptior information
together with the information in the estimation experiments at hand. We offer one 
approach to obtain a revised prior on the basis of which to compute his Bayes risk. 
1This is a well accepted Bayesian procedure. Zellner (1988) uses the minimum information formalism 
to derive and justify Bayes's inversion formula. For-discussions of the merits of that measure of informa­
tion in the discrete case, see Shannon and Weave (i962), for more general cases, see Levine and 'I'ribus
(1981), Rosenkrantz (1983), and Shore and Johnson (1980) and the references therein. 
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Another literature that bears similarity to the purpose of this paper is the Meta­
Analysis literature (e.g. see Wolf (1986) and the references therein). There, a number of 
hypothesis testing experiments are combined to reach a decision (reject or fail to reject) 
based on the p-values of the collection of hypothesis testing experiments. One may think 
of this paper as an analog of Meta-Analysis for a more general class of decision problems. 
We classify the problems requiring a revised prior into three main categories: 
1. The decision maker needs a revised prior to be used in a statistical experiment,
either for design or updating purposes. "In other, words, .our decision maker is a
statistician who needs the entire prior on (0, '13(0)).
2. The decision maker needs to compute a Bayes risk Eprior[r( d, B)] to choose an
optimal decision d. In other words, our decision maker needs to compute the
expectation of some collection of functions of (I (r( d, B) at a collection of potential
decisions d E D).
3. The decision maker wants a point estimate of B. If the mean of the prior is our
point estimate of choice, this reduces to the problem 2. If the mode of the prior is
our point estimate, then we need to find the point at which the prior peaks (instead
of the whole density as problem 1 requires).
In section 2 of this paper, we rigorously define the problem at hand as a problem 
of finding the density on 0 that minimizes information subject to a finite collection of
constraints, and, in Theorem 1, we find its solution. In section 3, we give three algo-
. rithms that will readily resolve the problems for decision makers interested in problems 
1-3 above. Finding the whole density for problem 1 turns out to be a calculus of vari­
ations problem on a potentially multivariate parameter space 0. Our Algorithm 1 of
section 3 will be shown to yield the desired density. The algorithm starts with an initial 
guess for the density and converges to the desired minimum information density. The 
algorithm is ergodic, so if we are interested in problem 2 above, we can simply take the 
average of r( B, d) over the stages of the algorithm to obtain a consistent estimate of the 
Bayes risk of decision d E D. If we are interested in the mode of the minimum informa­
tion density, Algorithm 2 offers an alteration of Algorithm 1 that will converge to that 
mode. In section 4, Theorems 2 and 3, we prove the convergence of those algorithms. 
Versions of the results in Theorems 1, 2, and 3 exist in the literature in simpler or more 
complicated contexts. We discuss the relevant literature in which similar results exist, 
and the necessar� .. adj.ustments .to.nbtain-th�res.u1ts.that.w�need.for .. this. paper, prior to 
the proof of each of the theorems. Section 5 concludes the paper with some cautionary 
remarks. 
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2 The Problem
Let our parameter space be (8, \13(8)). Let 8 C �1, and let II0 be our prior measure 
on the parameter space. Let II0 be absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue
measure on �1, and let Jro be its density (Radon-Nikodym derivative) with respect to that 
measure. Now, we observe the outcome of a collection of point estimation experiments. 
We index those experiments by a = 1, ... , M. The information from each experiment 
summarized by two items: 
1. A probability measure II,, on <7(Ai, ... , An)· Where A1, ... ·,Anis a finite partition of
8, with Ai E \l3(8), and <7(A1, ... , An) is the smallest sigma algebra generated by
the sets Ai, ... , An. Then, clearly, II,, is fully described by II,,(Ai) for i=l, ... ,n.
2. A confidence value p,,.
Example: 
If each of the estimation experiments a E {l, ... , M} is a minimum x2 estimation
experiment, then the p,,'s can be 1-p-value from the x2 distribution of the optimand. 
Such experiments typically lend themselves to Central Limit Theorems a la LeCam (1986, 
pp. 305-323), and one can use the asymptotic approximation VT(B,, - a0) � N(O, E,,) 
to obtain the probabilities II,,(Ai) = fA, N(dfJ; 0, E,,), which we would have used for
hypothesis testing on the possible position of fJ0. 
We then wish to choose a density 7r(fJ) which is as close as possible in its informative 
level to our prior density 7ro(fJ), subject to the constraints that the mass in each of the 
sets A;, i = 1, .. ., n is proportional to the amount of mass in that set predicted by our
collection of experiments. The predicted mass from each of the experiments Jr,,( .) will
be weighted by its appropriate confidence level p,,, and an extra subjective parameter a,, 
reflecting our qualitative assessment of experiment a. Typically, the a,, 's will all be set 
to the same value. The entropic measure of information that we use is the standard one, 
as in Kull back and Liebler (1951 ), measured by: 
Our problem, therefore is: 
s.t. j 7r( fJ) df) = 1 
BE0 
" M 
and II(A,) = j 7r(fJ) df) ex L a,,p,,II,,(A;) ; i = 1, ... , n
Ai a=l 
3 
This is a calculus of variations problem for a function of many variables 7r( B), 0 c !R1•
Its solution is found in the following theorem. 2 
Theorem 1 
The minimum information density,,. resulting from solving the above calculus of vari­
ations problem is the (Gibbs) density 
eU(B)
7r( B) =Pu( B) = J-eU(B)dB
e 
where U(B) = log(7ro(B)) - I:i=t >.;Ii(B) for appropriate weights >.a; and I;(B) is the indi­
cator Junction for A;. 
Proof: 
Write the Lagrangian for our minimization problem in the form 
L(?r, B) = j ( 7r(B) log(,,.(B))-7r(O) log(,,.0(8))+>.,,.(B)+ t >.,,,.(O)Ii(O)) dB->.-t >.;ca"p"
e i=l i=l 
= j J(B,,,.(B), V'7r(B)) d(} +other
e 
where the second term "other" contains all the terms that do not depend on 7r( 0). Since 
both f and 7r are C2 , we can automatically generalize the first variation of standard 
single integral calculus of variations to get the equations (e.g. Morrey (1966)) 
n [) 
2= 80f,h,., = !",.
i=l i 
Since V'7r(B) does not appear in L(?r,0), and since ?r: 0--> lR+ (we obviously do not need
to include a non-negativity constraint in the minimization problem since Zn of negative 
numbers do not exist), the first order conditions for a minimum reduce to f" = 0. This
can simply be written after collecting terms as 
N 
log(7r(O)) - log(7ro(O)) + (1 + >.) ±.L>.;I;(O) = 0 
i=l 
2In a much simpler context in cognitive science with binary variables, a similar theorem was referred 
to by Smolensky (1986 in Rumelhart and McClelland ((eds.) 1986)) as the competence theorem. The 
structure of the problem and the proof methodology for that theorem are simply continuous analogs of 
the proof in Smolensky (1986 in Rumelhart and McClelland ((eds.) 1986)), although the mathematical 
results invoked are more advanced. �4.. more general theorem on projection of mea,gures is proven by 
Csiszar (1975) using more advanced mathematical techniques. 
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It is obvious that the second order condition for a minimum is satisfied by positivity of 
7r. Now using the first constraint that the density should integrate to unity, and setting 
U(B) = log(7ro(B)) - 2::;'=1 >.;I;(B), and z-1 = e-1--1 = l/[J0 eu(o).dB], we get
7r(0) = z-teU(O) 
which finishes the proof. II 
Example Continued: 
We now construct a very simple example to illustrate the concepts involved. Assume 
that 0 = [-10, 10], and let there be three estimation experiments available. The three
experiments were minimum x2, and resulted in estimates 01 = 1.0, 02 = 2.0 and 03 = 3.0.
The corresponding Pa's are obtained by 1-p-value of the x2 specification test, and turn
out to be p1 = 0.6, p2 = 0.8, p3 = 0.7. Let the sample sizes for the three experiments be 
large enough that we can use the normal approximation, and for simplicity, let (Ba -00) � 
N(O,l). Let the two sets that we care about be A1 = [-10,0), and A2 = [0, 10] (i.e. we 
only want to make sure that we use information about whether(} is positive or negative). 
Then, by Theorem 1, we know that our minimum information density subject to the 
informational constraints is of the form: 
where !;( B) is the indicator function for the set A;. Further simplify the example by
letting 7ro(B) = 1/20 be our uninformative prior before observing the results of the point 
estimation experiments. We can now calculate the IIa(A;)'s easily as follows: II1 (A1) = 
<l>(-1) = 0.1587 = 1 - II1(A2), II2(A1) = <l>(-2) = 0.0228 = 1 - II2(A2), and II3(A1) = 
<l>(-3) = 0.0013 = 1 - II3(A2). For this simple example, we can directly solve for the 
>.is from the constraints: 
and 
3 
II(A1) = j 7r(O)d0 ex e-,1, = L PaIIa(A1) 
Ai a=l 
= 0.6 x 0.1587 + 0.8 x 0.0288 + 0. 7 x 0.0013 = 0.11917 
3 
II(A2) = j 7r(O)d0 ex e--12 = L PaIIa(A2) 
A2 a=l 
= 0.6 x 0.8413 + 0.8 x 0.9712 + 0.7 x 0.9987 = 1.98083 
Normalizing, we get II(A1) = 0.11917/2.1 = 0.0567, II(A2) = 1.98093/2.1 = 0.9433. This 
immediately yields >.1 = - log(0.0567) = 2.86998, and >.2 = - log(0.9433) = 0.05837. 
The old prior was 7ro(B) = 0.05 for(} E [-10, 10], and now after observing the outcomes 
of the three estimation experiments, it is adjusted to 7r(O) = 0.00567 for(} E [-10,0), 
and 7r(B) = 0.09433 for (} E [O, 10]. This gives the solution to problem 1 of the intro­
duction. The solution to problem 2 is given by E�[r(B, d)J = 0.00567 J�10 r( B, d)dB + 
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0.09433 JJ0 r( 0, d)dO. For problem 3 of the introduction, the mean E,,. [O] = -0.00567 x 
100/2 + 0.09433 x 100/2 = 4.433, and the mode is any number in [O, 10]. 
It is clear that the example we just illustrated has been manufactured to lend itself 
to a direct solution. It must be clear to the reader, however, that with more complicated 
densities, and/ or higher dimensional parameter spaces, such a direct computation will 
not be feasible. In such circumstances, we need to devise algorithms that are sufficiently 
sophisticated to solve our problems, but simple enough to be easily implementable. We 
can now rephrase the problems 1-3 of the introduction as follows: 
1. Find a simple algorithm to compute the Lagrangian multipliers .\, and .\;, i
1, . .. , n. 
2. Find a simple algorithm to compute expectations with respect to the density 7r( 0) = 
Pu(O).
3. Find a simple algorithm to compute the mode of the density 7r( 0) = pu( 0).
In the following section, we present three algorithms which will solve these three problems. 
In section 4, we prove the convergence of these algorithms to the quantities we want to 
compute. 
3 Algorithms
The first algorithm is a variant on the famous Metropolis et al. (1953) algorithm used for 
Monte Carlo integration of multi-dimensional functions. It gives a method for starting 
with initial draws from any initial density, and converging to a sequence of draws from 
7r(O) = pu(O). That convergence is the result of part 1 of Theorem 2. Since it will be 
shown that Algorithm 1 is ergodic, a direct appeal to the Birkhoff ergodic theorem will 
ensure that taking averages of a function r( 0, d) over a single sequence of draws from the 
algorithm will yield a consistent estimate of E,,.[r(O, d)]. This is the result of part 2 of 
Theorem 2. 
Algorithm 1 (Gibbs Sampler) 
1. Start with an initial density Jo on E>, and draw 00 at random from the density f0,
this is set to be the oth iteration.
2. At random choose one of the coordinates of O (i.e. 1,2, ... or l). At the t'h iteration,
let that draw be d, ES= {1,2, ... ,1}.
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3. Update the density ft at the t'h iteration using the following Chapman- Kolmogorov
type equation
where pu is the Gibbs density defined by U(B) = I:i'.,,,1 >.;I;(B) - log(?ro(B)) for ap­
propriate weights >.; to be discussed later. The conditional density in the updating 
rule is defined by 
Pu(BslBd;d # s) = ____ P_
u� (B�) 
_
_
_
 
_
 
J pu(Bi, . . .  ,ll,_1,x., . .. ,B1).dx,
XsEE>s 
where s, d ES = {l, ... , I} and BEE> = X�=l 08•
4. Randomly draw rt+i from the density f1+1, and iterate steps 2 through 4 until con­
vergence of f,.
In order to get the mode of 11"( B) = pu( B) for application 3 of the introduction, we need
to solve a problem of maximizing a function of many variables. Since we already have the 
Gibbs sampler algorithm handy, we have all the machinery for implementing a simulated 
annealing maximization algorithm. Simulated annealing is a combination of a random­
ized and a deterministic maximization routines, which, when the randomized component 
vanishes at the appropriate speed, converges to the global maximum with probability 
1. A version of simulated annealing that readily assimilates with our Algorithm 1 (this
algorithm is an adaptation of the one in Geman and Geman (1984)) is presented below, 
and its convergence to the mode of 11"( B) is the result of part 3 of Theorem 2.
Algorithm 2 (Simulated annealing) 
Implement Algorithm 1, using the Gibbs density pu,(B), where U1(B) = U(B)/T,. As
the iteration index t j oo, let T, L 0 at a sufficiently slow rate. 
The remaining problem now is to find an algorithm which will give us the Lagrange 
multipliers >. and >.;, i = 1, ... , n which define the function U(B). The following algorithm
is based on a similar algorithm in Smolensky(1986, in Rumelhart and McClelland ((eds.) 
1986)). The idea of the algorithm is to take random draws from pu with the current 
values of the ).;'s, and compare the resulth1g probabilities of the A; sets to the given 
probabilities II(A;). The >.'s are then adjusted depending on the resulting discrepancy. 
The convergence of this algorithm is the result of Theorem 3. 
Algorithm 3 (Learning) 
1. Set all>.;= O;i= l, ... ,n.
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2. Draw an i.i.d. sample </>i, .•. , ef>v from the Gibbs density pu defined by the current
values of the ..\; 's .
3. Compute a decrement d; = � I:j=1 !;( </>;).
4. Update..\; +-- ..\; + I:�1 ca"'p"'IL(A;) - d;; i = 1, ... , n.
5. Repeat steps 2-4 until converyence of the ..\; 's.
4 Convergence of the algorithms
The first part of Theorem 2 proves convergence of Algorithm 1 to the the minimum in­
formation density pu( 0) when the .\;'s are given. The second part proves the convergence 
of averages of any integrable function r( (}, d) over the sequence of draws in Algorithm 
1 to its expectation E,.[r(O, d)]. The third part proves the convergence of Algorithm 2 
to the mode of the minimum information density 7r( 0) = Pu( 0). The third part of the
theorem follows Geman and Geman (1984), and provides the convergence to the mode 
at a very slow speed of T, ! 0, and the simulations in their paper suggest that a much
faster rate of convergence should be possible, but such results are not yet available. For 
the purposes of part 3 of the theorem, let us define 
Ro= {OE 8: U(O) = max U(ef>)} ¢>E0 
and letJrbe the uniform measure onR0. Also define U* = maxeee U(O), U. = mineee U(O), 
and � = U* - U •. 
Theorem 2 
1. Algorithm 1 implemented with transition pu (of step 3 in the algorithm, with U
defined by the..\; 's of theorem 1) converges, for all initial densities Jo to 11".
2. Let g be any L1 Junction 8 1-+ R, then f I:�=I g(OT) converges almost everywhere
to E,. [g( 0)].
3. In Algorithm 2, let T, -> 0 and T, ;::: N.1n�t) for all t ;::: to ;::: 2. Then, for all initial
densities Jo, 
'"lim.f,(O, = ·ll'IBo = y) = ii'( x)t)oo 
Proof: 
It is clear that the stochastic process (}, is a Markov process. Now, for a fixed t,  let 
(} E 8 = [O, l]n, and for any x E [O, l]; let ox be the vector such that OJ, = x, and o; = (Js
8 
for all s of d,. Then, the transition kernel for the Markov process 01 is defined for all 
0' E ox 
K(O'fO) = Pd,.Pu(O'd, = xd,[O', = 0,;s of d1) 
where pu(.) and pu(.J.) are defined as before, and where Pd, is the probability of choosing 
coordinate d1 to change at time t (this will typically be 1/1). But that kernel easily shows 
us that 
pu(O').K(O[O') = Pu(O).K(O'JO) 
where 0 and 0' differ in at most one component, and J( is a stationary kernel. Hence, if 
we start with the density /1(.) =Pu(.), we get 
!1+1(0) = j K(OJO').pu(O').dO' 
0'E(}:r: 
{ v1n11()) f(}\ d(}' (n\ r 10' 
J 
H \ v I ·PU\ )· =PU Q J = Jt\ J
B'EfJX 
and hence the Gibbs density pu(.) is a stationary density. Notice moreover, that in Al­
gorithm 1, all coordinates will be visited infinitely often with probability 1, and by the 
positivity of pu(.) and hence of pu(.J.), K(.J.) is irreducible, and Pu defines an irreducibil­
ity measure (by Nummelin (1984, proposition 2.4, p.13)). By the positivity of pu, and 
since we only consider densities of non-atomic measures, the measure defined by pu is 
a maximal irreducibility measure (i.e. all other irreducibility measures are absolutely 
continuous with respect to it). We also know that all sets A with JA pu( O)dO > 0 will be 
visited infinitely often with probability 1. But that is equivalent to positive Harris recur­
rence (see Nummelin (1984, Ch. 3)), and that together with the aperiodicity guaranteed 
by Pu > 0 implies the Harris ergodicity of the process O,. Since we know that Pu is a 
stationary density for K(.[.), it follows that pu is the unique stationary density and the 
limiting density of the process (by Harris (1956, Theorem 1)). This concludes the proof 
of part 1. Part 2 follows immediately from the Harris ergodicity of the heat bath, and 
the Birkhoff ergodic theorem (e.g. Walters (1982, pp.34-35)). 
For part 3, the proof of theorem B in Geman and Geman (1984) extends to the 
continuous state space without requiring any changes other than replacing all transition 
probabilities with transition kernel densities, and replacing all sums with integrals where 
applicable. I 
Theorem 2's results were proven when the O,'s are drawn from the density pu( 0) 
defined by the correct ,\i's. To compute the appropriate ,\(s, Algorithm 3 draws a 
sequence of <Pt from Algorithm l with any other vah1es for .the ,\/s. FoUowing the same
proof of Theorem 2, this sequence can be used to compute consistent estimates of IT(Ai)'s 
under the density with the (potentially wrong) ,\i's. We can then adjust the ,\;'s using 
a Newton's method algorithm, and check their predicted IT(Ai)'s again, and so on, until 
we get the appropriate values of the ,\(s. This is the procedure detailed in Algorithm 3, 
and the following Theorem proves its convergence to the correct values of the ,\(s.3
3The proof of this result is similar to that for the discrete case provided in Smolensky (1986, in­
Rumelhart and McClelland ((eds.) 1986)). 
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Theorem 3 
Algorithm 3 converges as v i co, and the number of iterations t i co to the ,\; 's of 
Theorem 1.
Proof: 
It is clear that the ,\;'s of Theorem 1 are those that minimize the convex function 
·1. ct >.;[Il(A.J-I:;;':1 c •oPoilo(A;)J)
F( A1, ... ,An) = log e •=1 dB 
e 
By differentiating under the integral, the first order conditions for ,\;'s imply Pu = 7r. 
The second order conditions for a minimum are guaranteed by convexity of F (by the 
positivity everywhere of pu ). Then steepest descent to that vector of,\,, 's which minimizes 
F is simply 
d,\, aF M Jdt ex - B,\ = L c a" PaIIa(A;) - I;(B)pu(dB) i a:;;l e 
As v i co, sample means computed for the decrement of Algorithm 3 converge to the
second expectation term of the last expression by part 2 of Theorem 2. As t j co, 
convergence follows by the convexity of F. I
5 Concluding Remarks
In the exposition of the general framework in section 2, we abstracted away from a 
number of problems that have to be taken into consideration when empirically applying 
the suggested methods. The main criticisms that apply to meta-analysis also apply here. 
We quote the following major criticisms as grouped by Glass et al. (1981) and stated in 
Wolf (1986, p.14): 
1. Logical conclusions cannot be drawn by comparing and aggregating studies that in­
clude different measuring techniques, definitions of variables ... because they are
too dissimilar.
2. Results of metacanalyses_are 11,nint.erpretableliecauses£Sults jwm "poorly" designed
studies are included along with results from "good" studies.
3. Published research is biased in Javor of significant findings because nonsignificant
findings are rarely published ...
To answer these criticisms, let us note: 
10 
1. In our construction of the framework of combining a number of estimators, one can
argue that despite the fact that the results may be incomparable, a comparison is
necessary and is indeed done in a non-statistical way. Even though the resulting
beliefs about the parameter estimates Ba's are not Bayesian posteriors, they are
being treated as such by practitioners. Hypothesis testing, ... etc. is performed as
though the asymptotic distribution of an estimate fj about B can be reversed to
do inference about the probability that the "true" e lies in any particular region.
Given that such practices are followed in a special case of our technique where one
particular study is given the full probabilistic weight, we suggest that our procedure
should be useful by giving us the flexibility to assign different sets of weights to the
different studies.
. 
2. The flexibility of assigning the relative weights aa to the various studies allows us
to give less weight to poorly designed studies (if we indeed could determine that
they were poorly designed). This makes the second criticism much less destructive.
3. If it is true that published research is biased in favor of results with a high Pa, then
that should actually help us by reducing the number of studies whose weights caaPa
ceteris paribus (i.e. keeping the quality of the study and hence the relative weight
aa constant) are low, and hence whose contribution to our posterior 7r should be
minimal. Other types of biases in favor of certain hypotheses admittedly still pose
a problem.
11 
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